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1. Introduction. Floyd [5] proved the following result. Let G be a toral

group operating on a compact manifold X. Then if X has the homology groups

of an «-sphere over £ (reals mod 1), the fixed point set F oí G has the homol-

ogy groups of an r-sphere, —l^r — n, over £. In this paper we show that the

above result depends only upon the homological properties of the compact

space X. A homological manifold with respect to £ is defined as a connected,

locally compact, Hausdorff space of finite homological dimension over £

which is homologically locally connected over £ and of type £(£), [12]. In

§6 we establish Floyd's result for the case where A" is a compact homological

manifold with respect to £. To sharpen our result we show that if a toral

group operates on a homological manifold with respect to £, then each com-

ponent of the fixed point set is a homological manifold with respect to £.

In the process of establishing the above results we obtain in §5 the follow-

ing generalization of a theorem of Floyd [4]. Let G be a toral group operating

on a homological manifold X with respect to £ and let £ be a compact sub-

set of X. Then there are only a finite number of isotropic subgroups Gx,

xEK. Although Floyd stated his theorem for a compact orientable manifold

X, his proof clearly holds for the case where A is a compact orientable homo-

logical manifold with respect to £. Mostow [8] extended Floyd's result to

answer in the affirmative the following conjecture of Montgomery. If a com-

pact Lie group G operates on a compact manifold X, then there are only a

finite number of conjugate classes of isotropic subgroups Gx, xEX.

The preliminary results of this paper depend upon a special homology

theory for the coefficient group £ developed by Yang [13]. The author has

learned that many of the results of this paper have been obtained by Profes-

sor Floyd in independent research.

2. Cech-Smith special homology theory. Throughout this paper we shall

consider pairs (X, A) where A is a locally compact Hausdorff space and A

is a closed subset of X. By the one-point compactification process we use the

Cech homology theory for compact pairs to define a homology theory for

such pairs (X, A) and a compact abelian coefficient group 9- The two cases of

interest for g will be £, the group of reals mod 1, and Zp, the additive group

of integers mod p.
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The special homology theory we present now is due to Smith for % — Zp.

Let K be a finite simplicial complex and T, a periodic simplicial map on K

oi period p. Let M be a subcomplex of K invariant under T (i.e., T(M) = M).

We denote the fixed point set of T by L and assume that L and MC\L are

subcomplexes of K and M respectively. We moreover assume that T is a

primitive simplicial map. By this we mean that each simplex in K — L has p

distinct Gimages. We let C¡(K), ZS(K), Bj(K) and H¡(K) denote the group

of j-chains, j-cycles, bounding j'-cycles and the j-homology group of K with

coefficient group g. The boundary operator is denoted by d. Now let r denote

the chain map 1 — T of C¡(K) into itself ander the chain map: 1 + T+T2+ ■ ■ •

+ TP~1. Clearly ot = 0 = to\ We use p or p to denote either a or t (i.e. if p=cr,

p=r and vice versa). We may now define the special homology groups

Hfi(K, M) and HP,(K, M) with respect to g as follows:

(fi(K) = {kQCi(K)\pk = 0},

C"i(K, M) = C?i(K)/(fi(M),

Z°i(K, M) = {c + C'i(M) Q (fi(K, M)\dcQ CU(M)},

B'(K, M) = d(?i+i(K, M),

H°i(K, M) = Z°i(K, M)/BPi(K, M).

C)(K) = [pk\kQCi(K)},

C*i(K, M) = c)(K)/C°i(M),

%(K, M) = {pc + C'(M) Q T?i(K, M)\dcQ Cy_i(Jf)},

B](K, M) = dC°+i(K, M),

H](K, M) = X(K, M)/B)(K, M).

Let C*(K, M)= E;-oGCK, M), C%(K, M) = 237-0 CJ(K, M) and
CILK, M) = 237-0 Q(K, M). We shall now define a map 7: G(f, M)
->L^(2C, M). Let (c+C*(M))QC*(K, M). We Iet7(c + G(M)) = (pc + Cl(M))
QC*(K, M). It is easy to see that y is well defined and a homomorphism

onto. Let /3 denote the inclusion map ß: C%(K, M)-^>C*(K, M). We have then

the exact sequence

(2.1) 0 -> Cl(K, M) t C*(K, M) ̂  cl(K, M) -» 0.

Since ß and y commute with d (since d T— Td), (2.1) gives rise to the following

exact sequence:

(2.2)-► tfm(K, M) ̂  H°i(K, M) -^ H^K, M) A H*i(K, M) -* • • •

where /3* and y are induced by ß and y and a* is an induced boundary homo-

morphism.
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We now turn our attention to a locally compact Hausdorff space X and a

primitive periodic map £ on X of period p. We say T is primitive if, letting £

denote the fixed point set of £, each point of X — F has p distinct £-images.

If £ is of prime period, it is automatically primitive. A is assumed to be a

closed subset of X invariant under £ and (X, Â) represents the one-point

compactification of the pair (X, A).

Letting {ll/i} be the collection of primitive special coverings of X (see

Smith [ll]) which is cofinal in the set of all coverings of X, we denote the

nerve of %, by £„ and the nerve of Ar\%h by Af„. If we let T^(u) = T(u) for

each vertex u of £„, then £„ is a simplicial primitive map on £„ of period />.

We denote the fixed point set of £M by Lß. £„ and M»C\Lp may be seen to

be subcomplexes of £M and M„ respectively. For each pair (£„, M„) we have

an exact sequence of the form (2.2). If 11M refines llx, then there exists a pro-

jection irMx: £M—>£x such that Tr^\T^=T\Tr^\. w^ defines a set of homomor-

phisms of the exact sequence for (£„, MJ into that for (K\, My). Smith [ll]

has shown that these homomorphisms are independent of the particular pro-

jection ir»\. From the relations 7rtt\d = dw^\ and ir^\p = pir^, it follows that these

generated homomorphisms commute with a, ß and y. Since the exact sequence

(2.2) for each p is made up of compact groups, we may consider the inverse

limit of the exact sequences and we obtain the exact sequence

(£)       -r Hj+i(X, A) 4 h](X, A) Í Hj(X, A) Z H°j(X, A) -> • • • .

(£) defines the homomorphisms a, ß and y and the special homology groups

of the pair (X, A) and coefficient group g.

3. The coefficient group £. In this section we prove some needed proper-

ties of the special homology groups for 9 = £. We assume that T, K, M, L

and M(~\L are as in §2.

Lemma 3.1. Hj(K, M)=H](K, M) for all j under the identity map.

Proof. We show first that CJ(£) = CJ(£).

(i) Cy(£) C Cy(£).

Let cECj(K). Therefore c = ad, dEC,(K). Hence rc = T<rd = 0.

(ii) Cri(K) C C](K).

Let cECj(K). We may write c in the following form:

p-i   t   .
c=IE akTSk + Jl atSi

k   <=o i

where the Sk are oriented simplexes in £ but not in L and the St are oriented

Simplexes in £. Since cEQ(K) we have
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0 = « = £S ak(f - Ti+1)Sk + E a,(l - T)S,
k    t=0 i

p-i     ¿ ^j    (

= E Z («* - aî ) ̂ '-s*.
i      i=0

Therefore a\ — ac~l = 0 for ail i, A. Hence aj = »i= • • • =ak~l for all A. Now

consider c' = 2~1>< alSk. We have

0 0 p~1      i P~1     i     i

o-c' = 2 ak<rSk =2~LakJlTSk=Yl2~l akT Sk.
k k í-0 A      i=0

Let ¿>¡ be an element in £ with pbi = ai and consider c" = 2~Li biSi. We

have crc" = 2~2i btaSi= 2~Li pb¡S¡= ^¡ a¡5¡. Therefore c = <r(c'+c") and hence

cGCJ(£).
We now have Cj(K) = CJ(£) and C](M) = C,(M) from which (3.1) follows.

Lemma 3.2. HJ(K, M)®Hj(L, Mr\L)^Hj(K, M) for all j under the iso-
morphism if induced by the identity map i: CJ(£) ®Cj(L)—>CJ(K).

Proof. We show first Cj(K) = C/(£) © C/(£) for all j. Let cEQ(K). Then
c = Ci+d where ci consists of simplexes of K which are not in £ and CiECj(L).

We have 0 = ac = oc\+aCi. It follows that aci consists of no simplexes of £.

Therefore <rci = 0 = (tc2. Since aci = 0 and since Ci consists of no simplexes of £

it follows from the primitivity of T that ci = rc3 for some c3£Cy(£). Therefore

c = TC3+c2 and we have C/(£) = Cj(K) ©C/(£). Similarly we have C;(M)

= Cj(M) © Cj(MC\L). Hence

Cy"(£, M) = c](K)/c'j(M) £* C;(£)/C;(M) © C'^D/C^M C\ L)
(3.3) _,

= Cy(£, M) © Cy(L, Mr\L).

Suppose c* E ZJ(K, M) and let_c* be the image of à in C/(£, M)

©C;(£, MHL). We have c* = (rci-f-C;(M))-r-(c2+C;(MPi£)). Since c* isa

cycle

c]-i(M) 3 de* = (ôrCl + c'i-i(M)) + (da + CU(MÍM)).

Now r annihilates all simplexes of £. Therefore drci = rdci consists of no

simplexes of L. On the other hand ÔC2 consists of only simplexes of £. There-

fore (tci+C/(M)) and (cí+C}(MC\L)) are both cycles and we have

(3.4) Zy(£, M) ^ tj(K, M) © z'(L, MC\L).

(3.2) follows easily from (3.3) and (3.4).

We consider now the orbit space £* of K. Let G be the cyclic group gen-

erated by T, i.e., G= {£>', i = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , p-1}. The orbit space K* = K/G
of K has as elements the orbits (x, Tx, ■ • • , £p_1x) of points x££. We shall
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assume that if a is a vertex of K then star aOstar T(a) QL. With this as-

sumption K* may be seen to be a simplicial complex with M* = M/G a sub-

complex of K*.

Following the notation of Smith [9] we define the single valued map

A: K—>K* by Ax=(x, Tx, ■ ■ ■ , Tp_1x) for xQK. A then induces a chain

map A: Cj(K, M)-J>Cj(K*, M*). We consider now the following sequence

where i is the inclusion map:

(3.5) 0 -> CI(K, M) -> C*(K, M) -* C*(K*, M*) -> 0.

We shall show that (3.5) is exact.

(i) A is onto.

By Smith  [9, p. 139] given cQC*(K*) there exists c'QC*(K) such that

Ac' = c.

(ii) image i Q kernel A.

Let  (c + Cl(M))QCl(K,  M). Then c = rci for some ciQC*(K). Therefore

Ai(c + Cl(M))

= A(c + C*(M)) = (Ara + C*(M*)) = (A(ci - Tci) + C*(M*))

= (0 + Ct(M*)).

(iii) kernel A C image i.

Let cQC*(K). We show that Ac = 0 implies cQCl(K) from which (iii) easily

follows. We may write c in the following form : c = 23* 2^/t-o atT'Sk + 23¡ ai^i

where the Sk are simplexes of K not in L and the G are simplexes of L. We

have

p-i   .
0 = Ac = 23 23 alATSk + 23 a,AS,.

k     <-0 ¡

Let L* he the image of L under A. L* may be seen to be a subcomplex of K*.

Now let St=AT°Sk=ATlSk= ■ ■ ■ =AT»~iSk and Sf=AS¡. We have

0 = 23 £ akSk* + Z «A*.
k     t-0 I

The first term of this expression consists of simplexes of K* which are not in

L* and the second term consists of only simplexes of L*. Hence

23 E a'kSk* = 0 = 23 atSt.
k     1-0 I

Since A is 1-1 on L, ö( = 0 for all I and 23¡ aiSt = 0. Therefore we note at this

point that if Ac = 0, c consists of no simplexes of L. It follows that the 5*

are all distinct. Hence 23f-oX a*t = 0 for all k. We consider now ac :
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p~1    i       i p~1    i / P~X     i\
o-c = 23 23 a^F St = 23 23 akorSk = 23 ( 23 ak j <¡Sk = 0.

k     i-0 k     i-0 k     \ i-0       /

Hence cQCl(K) and since c consists of no simplexes of L it follows from (3.3)

that cQC%(K).
By (i), (ii) and (iii), (3.5) is exact and since d commutes with i and A,

we have the following exact sequence :

(3.6)    -► Hj+i(K*, M*) -+ Tfi(K, M) ^ Hi(K, M) -► Hi(K*, M*) -> ■ ■ ■

where if and A' are induced by i and A and d* is an induced boundary homo-

morphism.

As in §2 the preceding results can be extended to the case of a primitive

map T of period p acting on an invariant locally compact Hausdorff pair

(X, A). We have
(3.7) H](X, A)=H](X, A) for all j under the identity map.

(3.8) HJ(X, A) @H'}(F, Ar\F)<>LH°(X, A) for all j under the isomorphism

if as defined in (3.2).

From (3.7) and (3.8) we may consider HP}(X, A) QH$(X, A) for p = a or r.

With this in mind consider the following two exact sequences:

(E)   • • • ̂  Hi(X, A) t H°i(X, A) Z- Tfi+i(X, A) 2- Hm(X, A)*-,

_     • • • «- Hi(X, A) £ Hi(X, A) £ H'i+i(X, A) Z- Hm(X, A) £ hJ+i(X, A)
(E) a _„

- hUx, A)<-.

Let 09*eQHj(X, A) and suppose ße = 0. Then since ÇE) is exact, there exists

e'QHf+i(X, A) such that ote' = e. We have e'QHJ+i(X, A) CHj+1(X, A).
Therefore consider e'QHj+i(X, A) in (E) and suppose ße' = 0. Then corre-

spondingly there exists e"QHj+2(X, A) such that äe" = e'. Since H"1+2(X, A)

QHj+2(X, A) we may consider e"QHj+2(X, A) and sequence (E) again. The

question arises as to whether such a process must terminate, i.e., whether for

some r, e(r)-t->0 under ß or ß.

We show that such a process must actually terminate. Suppose on the

contrary that there exists an infinite sequence: e = e°, e', • ■ -, e(i>, • • • satis-

fying the above properties. By assumption e9*0. Therefore there exists a

primitive special covering X of X such that 09*T\e = e\QHj(K\, M\) where

irx is the projection 7Tx: Hp}(X, A)-^Hp(K\, M\). If we now consider the infinite

sequence: 7Txe, w\e', • • • , 7rxe<0, • • • it also satisfies the above properties

when we replace (X, A) by (K\, M/). But K\ is a finite complex. Therefore

there exists an integer N such that Ct(K\, Afx)=0 for i^N. Therefore

H¡íp)(Kx, Afx)=0 for i^N, b(p)=p or p. We now consider 7rxew. We have

TxeWGHj!$(Kx, Mx)=0. But «^-»irxeW-»-» • ■ • -+rxe = ex. Therefore

ex = 0 which is a contradiction.
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Lemma 3.9. H¡(X, A)=0 for all j>n implies Hj(X, A) = 0 = Wi(X, A)
for all j > n.

Proof. Suppose for some j>n there exists 09eeEHj(X, A). Since H¡(X, A)

= 0 for all j>n there clearly exists an infinite sequence: e = e°, e', • • • ,

e(i), • • • as just considered. But this is impossible. Therefore H*j(X, A)=0

for all j>n and since Hj(X, A) EHj(X, A) we have (3.9).

Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and G a compact transforma-

tion group on X. The orbit space X* = X/G of G has as elements the orbits

{l^lfGG} of points x in X. Ii we consider the projection A: X-+X* where

A assigns to each x in X the orbit containing x, we may give X* the customary

decomposition topology. X* is then also locally compact Hausdorff.

Letting £ be a primitive map of period p on the invariant locally compact

Hausdorff pair (X, A), letting G= { T', i = 0, 1, • • • , p — 1} and considering

the cofinal collection of primitive special coverings of (X, A), we obtain

from (3.6) the following exact sequence:

(N)     -> Hm(X*, A*) A H"i(X, A) - Hj(X, A) ̂  £y(A*, A*) -+ • • .

where a is induced by the d', b by the t' and c by the A*.

Lemma 3.10. H¡(X, A) = 0for all j>n implies Hj(X*, A*) = 0for allj>n.

Proof. By (3.9) Hj(X, A) = 0 for all j>n. Consider now the exact sequence

(AO. Hi(X, A) = 0 = Hj(X, A) for all j>n. Therefore Hi(X*, A*)=0, all
j>n+l. It remains to show that Hn+i(X*, A*) =0. Since Hn+i(X, 4) = 0we

have

• • • <- Hn(X, A) +- Tfn(X, A) ?- Hn+1(X*, A*) *- 0

is exact. Therefore a is one-one. To prove Hn+i(X*, A *) = 0 it will be sufficient

to show b is one-one. For this purpose we consider the exact sequence

• • • ̂ - Hn(X, A) t Hn(X, A) £■ Hn+i(X, A)<-.

By (3.9) HTn+i(X, A)=0. Therefore ß is one-one. Now TJ'a(X, A) EHl(X, A)

and clearly b=ß\ H°(X, A). Therefore b is one-one.

For Q = ZP (p being the period of £) the following result may be easily

established to replace (3.7) and (3.8).

(3.11) Hj(X, A)®Hj(F, Ai\F)^H$(X, A) for all j under the isomor-

phism induced by inclusion, p = o or r.

We may now proceed to establish (3.9) for the coefficient group Zp and

we have the following generalization of a result of Smith [ll].

Theorem 3.12. Let T be a primitive map of period p on a locally compact

Hausdorff space X. Then if X has the homology groups of an n-sphere over Zv,
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the fixed point set F of T has the homology groups of an r-sphere, r^n.

Proof. By hypothesis Hj(X) = 0 for all j>n. Therefore H¡(X)=0, j>n.

The theorem now follows by the procedure of Smith [ll]. Smith had assumed

the finite Lebesgue covering dimension of X in order to establish that the

groups Hj(X) eventually vanish.

4. Homological local connectedness and property Qw.

Definitions. Let A be a locally compact Hausdorff space and 9 a com-

pact abelian coefficient group. We say the homological dimension of X with

respect to 9 (abbreviated, dimo X) is less than or equal to « if Hi(X, A ; 9) = 0

for all j>n and all closed subsets A of X.

Let i:(X, A)-+(X', A') be an inclusion map and let a:H¡(X, A)

—*Hj(X', A') be the map induced by i. Then we shall denote the image of a

hy.Hi(X,A)\(X',A>).
Let A be a locally compact Hausdorff space and £ a primitive periodic

map on X. We shall say that a sequence: (Ao, £o) CG4i, £i) C • ■ -E(An, Bn)

is a r-regular sequence with respect to £ and a compact abelian coefficient

group 9 if the following four conditions are satisfied.

(i) Ai, Bi are compact subsets of X invariant under T, i = 0, 1, • • • , «.

(ii) AiEAi+i, £¿C£¿+i, i = 0, 1, • ■ • , «-I.
(iii) BiEAi, i = 0, 1, • • • , «.
(iv) Hj(Ai, Bi-, 9)1 (^i+i, 5i+i) = 0, alljer, <-0, 1, • • • , n-1.

Lemma 4.1. Let T be a primitive map of period p on a locally compact Haus-

dorff space X. Let G= {T\ i = 0, Í, ■ • ■ , p— 1} and suppose dim« X = n. Then

if (Ao, Bo)E(Ai,Bi)E • ■ ■ E (An+i, Bn+i) is an r-regular sequence with respect

to T and R we have Hj(A0/G, B0/G) | (An+2/G, Bn+i/G)=0, alijar.

Proof. Employing a method of Smith [9] we may first establish that

H*j(A0, Bo)\ (An+i, Bn+i) =0 for all j^r, p = a or r. A detailed proof of this

statement, applying sequences (£) and (£) of §3 to the r-regular sequence,

may be found in [6].

We denote Ai/G, Bi/G by .4i*,£;*aiid consider the following commutative

diagram for k = r where the i's are induced by inclusion.

bo    _o- do
(Ao) ■••*-Hk-i(Ao, Bo) <-Hk-i(A0, B0) ^— Hk(A0*, B0*) <-

I ii I li

(4.2)    (Nn+i) • • . *- Hii(An+i, Bn+y) ̂  Hk(A*+i, £„*+,)

Cn+1

<- Hk(An+l, B„+i) <-•••.

Suppose eEHk(Ao*, B0*). Let iie = e', a0e = e" and iie" = e'". Due to commuta-

tivity we have an+ie' = e'". We show that e'" = 0. Consider e"EHl-i(Ao, Bo)

EHk_i(Ao, Bo) and the following diagram.
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ßo a «0        _r

(£„) • • • «- Hk-i(Ao, Bo) <-Hk-i(Ao, B0) <-— Hk(A0, B0) <-

(4.3) Ut Ui
a CX.n+1   _r

(G+l) ..-.«— Hk-l(An+l, Bn+l) *—— Hk(An+l, Bn+l) +—••••

Since (N0) is exact in (4.2), b0e" = baaoe = 0. Therefore pV" = 0. Since (E0) is

exact there existse(iv)G^Í(^4o, B0) such that a0e(iv> = e". Since k^r, ¿4e(iv) = 0

and since (4.3) is commutative, i¡e" = 0. Furthermore since e"QHl_x(Ao, Bo)

QHl_i(Ao, Bo) we have e'" = ne" = i3e" = 0.

Since e'" = 0 and since (Nn+i) is exact in (4.2) there exists e(v)

QHk(AH+i, Bn+i) such that c„+ie(v)=e'. Now consider.

Cn+l

(Nn+i) •    • «- Hk(A*+i, B*+i) <-■ Hk(An+i, Bn+i) <-

(4.4) l h lu

(Nn+î) '"*-  Hk(A*+2, B*+2)  ¿— Hk(An+2, Bn+2) <-.

By hypothesis ¿6e(v) = 0. Therefore by commutativity 0 = %e' — %i2e where

i6iî-Hk(A*, B*)—*Hk(A*+2, B*+2). But e was an arbitrary element of

Hk(A*, B*) and k was an arbitrary integer ^r.

We now define homological local connectedness and property Ç" for a

locally compact Hausdorff space. With the aid of (4.1) we are able to show

that these two properties are transmitted under a primitive periodic map from

a space of finite homological dimension to its orbit space. These are known

results of Smith (property Qw replaced by the stronger property Q of Smith

[lO]) for the case of transmission to the fixed point set under the added as-

sumption that the original space has finite Lebesgue covering dimension and

for coefficient group Zp. The methods used in this section could be easily

adapted to obtain Smith's results for the case where the assumption of

finite Lebesgue covering dimension is replaced by the less restrictive assump-

tion of finite homological dimension (over Zp) of the original space.

Definition. Let X be locally compact Hausdorff and g a compact abelian

coefficient group. X will be said to be homologically locally connected from the

dimension r over g (abbreviated HCLr over g) at a point XoQX if given a

compact neighborhood U of x0 there exists a compact neighborhood V of x0

such that VQ U and Hj(V\ g)| (U) = 0 for alijar. X will be said to be HLCr

over g if it is HLCr over g at each of its points. We shall denote HLC0 simply

by HLC. H0(V; g) will denote the reduced group.

Lemma 4.5. Let T be a primitive map of period p on a locally compact Haus-

dorff space X. Let G= { T', i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , p — l} and suppose dim« X^n.

Then if X is HLCr over R at a point XoQX, X/G = X* is HLCr over R at

Ax = x*.
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Proof. Since A: X—>X* is a local homeomorphism at points of X — F and

since HCLr is a local property, we may assume x0QF. Suppose V* is a com-

pact neighborhood of x* in X*. Then V=A~1V* is a compact invariant

neighborhood of Xo in X. Since X is HCLr at Xo and since XoQF, we may

choose a sequence U0QU1Q ■ • ■ Q Un+% = V of compact invariant neighbor-

hoods of Xo -in X with the property H¡( Ui) \ ( Ui+i) = 0, all j è r for all i. There-

fore UoQUiQ ■ ■ ■ C Gn+2 = V is a r-regular sequence with respect to T and

we have by (4.1) that Hi(U*)\ (V*)=0, all j^r. We need only remark now

that U* C V* is a compact neighborhood of x*.

Definition. Let X and g be as before. X will be said to possess property

Qw(g) at a point xaQX if for every neighborhood A of x0 there is a neighbor-

hood 5 of Xo contained in A and with the property that whenever C is a

neighborhood of x0 contained in B, there is a neighborhood Z? of x0 contained

in C such that, for every j, H¡(X-C, X-A; %)\(X-D, X-B)=0. If X
possesses the property Q"(9) at each of its points, then X is said to be of

type Q"(g). As already mentioned, Q° is a weakened form of Smith's property

Q.
Lemma 4.6. Let T, X and G be as in (4.5). Then if X possesses property

QW(R) at XoQX, X/G possesses Q°(R) at Ax0 = x*.

Proof. As in (4.5) since Q™ is a local property we may assume x0QF. Sup-

pose A* is a neighborhood of x* in X*. Then A = A-1A* is a neighborhood of

Xo in X. Since x0QF, let ^40 be a bounded invariant neighborhod of x0 con-

contained in A. Since X possesses Q"(R) at Xo we may choose a sequence

-<4D.4oD.4iD • • • D-4n+2 such that each Ai is an invariant neighborhood of

Xo and each Ai+i is a "B" (as in property Q") of the preceding At. Consider

now B* = A*+2 which is a neighborhood of x* in X*. Suppose that C* is a

neighborhood of x* in B*. Then C=A-1C* is a neighborhood of x0 (in X)

contained in .4„+2. We now choose a sequence CDGDGD ■ ■ ■ DC+i where

each d is a bounded invariant neighborhood of x0 and each G+i is a "D"

of the preceding G. Let D*=ACn+t. D* is a neighborhood of x* in X*. Con-

sider now.4oD.4iD ■ ■ ■ D^n+aDGOGD ■ • ■ DG+2and let A* = A0. The
sequence

(A* — Co, A* - A0) G (A* — Ci, A* - Ai) Q ■ ■ ■ Q (A* - C„+2, A* - An+i)

may be seen to be 0-regular. Therefore we have from (4.1)

0 = Hj((A* - Co)*, (A* - Ao)*) | (U* - Cn+i)*, (A* - ¿n+2)*)

= H ¡(A* — Co, A* — Ao) | (4* — Cn+2, A* — An+i)

S Hi(X* - Co* X* - A*o) | (X* - D*, X* - B*), all./.

Therefore HA[X*-C*, X*-A*)\ (X*-D*, X*-B*)=0 for all j and X*
possesses QW(R) at x*.

With (3.10) we have the following result.
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Lemma 4.7. Let T be a primitive map of period p on a locally compact Haus-

dorff spaceX andletG= {T\i = 0, 1,2, • • •,/> — 1}. Then dime X = n implies
dimB X/G = n.

With (4.7) we may easily extend (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) to the case of a

finite solvable transformation group G. The proofs simply involve an investi-

gation of the operation of the factor groups of the composition series for G.

These last results will play an important role in §6 of our paper.

5. Toral groups on a homological manifold. In this section we prove our

first main result, (5.5), which will be used in §6 to prove the two other main

results of this paper. The following definitions are due to Yang [12],

Definitions. Let A be a locally compact Hausdorff space, g a compact

abelian coefficient group, and « a non-negative integer. A non-null bounded

open subset U of X and a subgroup 5 of Hn(X, X — U; g) are said to form a

fundamental (g, n)-pair (U, S) if the following three conditions are satisfied.

(i) s^g.
(ii) Whenever W is a non-null open subset of U, the natural homomor-

phism of Hn(X, X—U; g) into H„(X, X—W; g) maps S isomorphically

onto S\ (X, X- W).

(iii) Whenever y is a point of U and F is a neighborhood of y, there is a

neighborhood W of y contained in U(~\ V such that

Hj(X,X-V;S)\(X,X-W) = 0, j * n,

Hn(X, X-V;Q)\(X,X-W)CS\ (X,X - W).

We say that X possesses the property £„(g) at a point xo in X ii there

exists a fundamental (g, «)-pair (U, S) with XoEU. (We shall refer to U

as a fundamental neighborhood of x0 with respect to g.) Yang [12] has shown

that if X possesses property £n(g) at x0, then X possesses Q(9)> hence

Q"(9), at x0. X is said to be of type £(g) if X possesses £„(g) at every point

xEX, « depending upon x. If « is a constant over X, then X is of type £„(g).

A connected space of type £(g) may be seen to be of type £n(g) for some n.

A space X will be said to be a homological n-manifold (abbreviated w-hm)

with respect to a compact abelian coefficient group g if the following four

conditions are satisfied

(i) X is connected, locally compact Hausdorff.

(ii) dimg X is finite.

(iii) X is HLC over g.

(iv) X is of type £„(g).

A homological manifold was originally defined by Smith [lO] for the

coefficient group Zv and later extended by Yang [12] to arbitrary compact

abelian g. Our definition of homological manifold differs from that of Smith,

Yang and Floyd [4] in that we replace the requirement of the finite Lebesgue

covering dimension of X by the less restrictive condition (ii). It follows, by

the way, from (ii) and (iv) that dime X = n.
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An «-hm X with respect to g will be said to be orientable if £f„(A)^g.

The main result of this section, (5.5), is a generalization of a result of

Floyd [4]. Floyd assumed the compactness, orientability and finite Lebesgue

covering dimension of the hm X to obtain his result. In order to generalize

Floyd's result to (5.5) it will first be necessary to extend some of Floyd's pre-

liminary results in [4] to the locally compact case and replace the condition

of finite Lebesgue covering dimension by the condition of finite homological

dimension. The latter task is immediately accomplished through the applica-

tion of (3.9) which shows that the eventual vanishing of the homology groups

of a space, in itself, implies the eventual vanishing of the special homology

groups. The extension from compactness to local compactness in the pre-

liminary results in [4] is entirely straightforward, utilizing a result of the

type (4.1) for the fixed point set of T (instead of the orbit space) and the

coefficient group Zp (e.g. see [4, (3.2)]). We list below for reference in the

proof of (5.5) the generalizations in question and with the exception of (5.3)

omit proofs. (5.1) and (5.2) are essentially due to Smith [lO].

(5.1) Let G be an abelian transformation group of prime power order pa oper-

ating on an n-hm X with respect to Zp. Then each component of F, the fixed point

set of G, is an r-hm, r = n—l, with respect to Zp. If X is orientable, then so is

each component of F.

(5.2) Let G and X be as in (5.1). Suppose V0EV1E • • • C l7(»+i)i is a

sequence of compact invariant subsets of X with H¡( Vi ; Zp) \ ( F,+i) =0, all i and

j. Then Hj(VoC\F; Zp)\(V{n+mC\F) =0, all j.
(5.3) Let G be a toral group operating on an n-hm X with respect to Zp,

p prime. Let G\ be the set of all elements in G whose order divides p\ Then for

every point xEF(G) and every bounded neighborhood U of x in X, lir\F(Gi)

= lir\F(G) for i sufficiently large.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that lir\F(Gi) is not eventually constant.

Then for each i there exists an XiEUC\F(G^ with XiEU^\F(G). [Note

F(G) =ri£(G,).] The sequence xi, x2, • • • , x3-, • • • has a limit point x0 in U.

We denote F(Gi) by £,-. Now lim £, = £ in the sense that given any neighbor-

hood U of £ in X, FiE U for i sufficiently large. We show x0EF. Since lim £,

= £ we have lim(£¿r>\17) = F(~XÜ. Suppose xoEFCW. Since X is regular,

there exist neighborhoods Vi and V2 oí x0 and Ff~\ U respectively such that

Vxr\Vi = 0. Now FiíXÜE Vi for i sufficiently large, say i = N. On the_other

hand for some s^N, xeE Vi which is a contradiction since x„££,fWCF2.

Hence x0G£rWC£.

Let W he a connected invariant neighborhood of x0. Then W is a hm with

respect to Z„. The point xo is in a component C, of Wr\F(Gt) for each i. By

(5.1) each C, is a hm with respect to Zp. Since dimp C, must be eventually

constant and since, for j>i, Gj may be seen to leave C,- invariant, we have by

(5.1) that Cm = Cm+i= • • • for some large M. Let F be a neighborhood of x0

such that  VÍ^FmECm. This is possible since FM is HLC over Zp. Then
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Vr\FiGd for i^M. Now for some m sufficiently large xmQV and m>M.

HencexmQUr\Vr\FmQCmr\U. Since Cm = Cm+i= ■ ■ ■ ,xmQCir\UQFir\U
for all i^m which is a contradiction since xmQF(~\U. Hence UC\Fi must be

eventually constant.

(5.4) Let G and X be as in (5.3). Let xQF(G) and let U be a bounded in-

variant neighborhood of x. If VoQViQ • • • QV\n+i)\GUis a sequence of com-

pact invariant subsets of X with H¡(Ví; Zp) \ (Vi+i) = 0 for all i, j, then

Hi(V0nF; Zp)| (Vtn+m^F) =0 for allj.
Definition. In the manner of Floyd [4] we now define a general homo-

logical manifold. (Actually Floyd uses the term homology manifold.) X will

be called a general homological manifold (abbreviated ghm) if it is a hm with

respect to Zp for all primes p and if the following strengthened form of HLC

holds: If XoQX and U is a compact neighborhood of x0, then there exists a

compact neighborhood V of x0, VQ U, such that H¡(V\ Zp)\ (U)=0 for all j

and all primes p. X is said to be orientable if it is orientable with respect to

all Zp. X is said to be locally orientable if each point of X possesses a neighbor-

hood which is an orientable ghm. Following Floyd we may easily show that

under the action of a toral group on a ghm each component of the fixed point

set is also a ghm. In addition orientability is carried over to the components

of the fixed point set.

Theorem 5.5. Let G be an elementary group operating on a locally orientable

n-ghm X. Suppose Gi, G2, ■ ■ ■ , Gi, • • • is a sequence of closed subgroups of G

with lim Gi = G. Then for every point xQF(G), there exists a neighborhood V of x

such that Vf~\F(Gi) = Vf\F(G) for i sufficiently large.

Proof. As in [4, (4.4) ] we may suppose that G is a toral group and that

the order of each G< is the power of a prime, sayp?. In fact we outline this

part of the argument from [4]: By considering the identity component H

of G operating on X we can show that it is sufficient to prove the theorem for

G a toral group. Next observing that within each elementary group Gi we

may find a finite subgroup which is (l/i)-dense in G,-, we conclude that it is

sufficient to assume each G, finite. Lastly assuming that the theorem is true

in the case where the order of each G, is the power of a prime, we may prove

the theorem by an inductive argument on the dimension of G.

We suppose contrary to the theorem that there exists a point XoQF(G)

such that for every neighborhood W of x0 in X, W(~\F(Gi) is not eventually

constant. We note that lim F(Gi) = F(G). We now show that FGi — G converges

regularly to FG = F. By this we mean that given a point xQF and a compact

neighborhood Q of x in X, there exists a compact neighborhood Y oí x,

YQQ, with Hi(Yr\Fi\ ZPi)\(Qi\Fi)=0 for all i, j and with Hi(Yr\F; Zp)
| (Qr\F) =0 for all j and all prime p. To prove this we select a bounded in-

variant neighborhood Fofx, FCC, and a sequence YoQYiQ ■ ■ ■ CT(n+i)i

QVQQ of compact invariant neighborhoods of x in X with Hi(Yk;Zp)
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| ( Yk+i) = 0 for all A, j and all prime />. The regular convergence of £, to £ now

follows from (5.2) and (5.4).

The point x0 is in a component C,- of each £,• and each C< is open in £,•

since £,• is locally connected. From the regular convergence of £«■ it follows

that for each point xE C (C is that component of £ containing xo) there exists

an open neighborhood Wx of x in X such that Wx(~\FiECi for all i. Let

W=dxf=c Wx. Then W is an open neighborhood of C and since lim d=C,

CiEW for i sufficiently large, say i = Ni. Therefore CíQWC\FíECí and

d= W(~\Fi for all i = Ni. It then follows that C¿ converges regularly to C for

all i = Ni.

Let U be a bounded invariant neighborhood in X of xo which is an

orientable »-ghm. If C consists of more than x0 we may choose U so that

Ur\Ci is a proper subset of C, for all i. Let £,* = £,fW and let C* be that

component of £* containing x0 and C* that component of £* containing x0.

From our previous arguments we may choose an open neighborhood W* of

C* in U (hence in X) such that W*P\Fif=Cif for i sufficiently large, say

i = Ni. In fact we have W*C\Fi= W*C\d = W*C\F? = Of for i^N2. By our
assumption at the beginning of the proof W*(~\Fi= C* is not eventually con-

stant.

Next choosing an invariant neighborhood Un-i of x0 such that Un-iEW*

and Un-i is an orientable «-ghm, we may find as above a neighborhood W^-\

of xo such that Wt-iEW* and Wn,-ir\Ci = Wt^r\F* is a connected set for i

sufficiently large, say i — N3. In fact we may choose a sequence W*=W*

DJF*_tI) • • • Z)W*i oí open neighborhoods of x0 in X such that for each A

(i) Wk*EWjj+i and (ii) Wk*r\d= Wk*r\F* is a connected set for all i suffi-

ciently large, say i = M. We consider from now on only i = N=max(Ni, M).

Let us remark that since U is an orientable w-ghm, each G* is an orientable

r,-hm, r,<«, with respect to ZPi and C* is an orientable ghm.

We employ now Floyd's theory of closed coverings [3]. Consider U and

let a_i be a closed covering of U in X. By a closed covering of £ in A we

mean a finite collection of compact sets in X such that each point of U is

in the interior of at least one of these sets. Let U {a_i} = £_i where U {a_i}

denotes the point set union of the compact sets in the covering a_i. If C con-

sists of more than x0 we may as well assume that £_iP\C,- is a proper subset

of C, for all i. We choose a sequence £_0£oD • • ■ ~DDn~DU of compact

neighborhoods of x0 such that £*Cint £*_i for all A. Now let Ak = Dk— W*.

Then the Ak are compact with AkE'mt Ak-i lor all A. We have (£_i, A-i)

D (Do, Ao) D ■ ■ ■ D (£», An). Moreover Hj(Dn C\ d, Anf\d)

= Hj(Dnnd, Dnr\Ci- WnT\d)=Hj(Dnr\Ci, £nnC,— C,*)^£y(C,*) for all j
and all t^N where £y(C<*) denotes Hj(C*\Jw, u), u being the point at infinity

[1, p. 273].
We denote {a_in.4_i} by /3_i (where ja_iC\4_i} is the trace of a_i on

A-i) and we consider the closed covering (a_i, ß-i) of (£_i, -4_i). We shall
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construct a closed covering (a0, ßo) oí (D0, A0) such that ao^C^a-ií^d for

all i^N, coefficient group ZPi, and a.oC\Cy>not-ir\C for all Zp, p prime.

("»"" is the strong «-refinement condition of [3].) Furthermore ßoC\Ci

= {anr\An}i\Ci»n{a-ir\A.i}r\Ci = ß-ir\Ci for all i^N, coefficient group

ZPi, and ß0r\C^>nß-ii\C for all Zp, p prime. Let 7 be a star-refinement of

a_i where by a star-refinement we shall mean the following: 7 is a closed

covering of U in X with a projection 7r:7—>a_i such that if F is in 7 then

every element of 7 which intersects V is in irV. We consider first points of ^4o-

Let yoQAo- There exists a closed set Fvo of 7 which contains yo in its interior.

Now yoG^oCint A-i. Therefore there exists a closed neighborhood Wy„ of y0

in X which is contained in VVlf\A-i. Since C< converges regularly to C for

all i^N, there exists a closed neighborhood QVo oí yo contained in Wy„ such

that: Hi(Qy,r\Ci\ ZPi)\ (Wy,C\Ci) = 0, all j and all i^N and Hi(QVor\C; Zp)
I (WVvr\C)=0, all j and all prime p. Consider now aó = {Qyo\yoQAo}. We

have UVo6A0{int Qy„} D-4o and since A0iscompact we may choose a finite sub-

class aó' Qaó which covers A0. Let E = D0 — U {int aó' }. Then E is compact.

We now consider a point z0QE. There exists a closed set Vz„ of 7 which con-

tains zo in its interior. Since z0£int Z?_i, there exists a closed neighborhood

W'z„ of z0 in X which is contained in VtjT\D^i. Now X — Ao is open. Therefore

there exists a closed neighborhood WH of z0 in X such that Wt„ Q W'^Cs (X — Ao).

Again since G converges regularly to C for i^N, there exists a closed neigh-

borhood Qz„ of Zo in X contained in WH such that: Hí(QIo(~\Cí; Zp.) | (WHr\Ci)

= 0, all j and all «£ N and Hi(Qz,r\C; Zp)\(WHC\C) = 0, all j and all prime />.
Consider now aó" = {Qz„\z0QE}. We have U2o£b (?«oD-E and since E is com-

pact we may choose a finite subclass a0lv)C<*o'" which covers E. Let ao

= ao"W«o1 • Then a0 is a closed covering of D0 and we have the following

where ">n" is the «-refinement condition of [3].

aor\Ci>ny(~\Ci, all i^N, coefficient group ZPi.

,,   .    aor\C>nyP\C, all coefficient groups ZP, p prime.

K ' ;    a0C\Aor\Ci = aó'r\Ci>nyr\A-ir\Ci, all i^N, coefficient group ZPi.

aor\Aor^C = aó' r\C>nyi\A-ir\C, all Zp, p prime.

Since 7 is a star refinement of a_i, we may extend the «-refinement of

(5.6) to strong «-refinement if we replace 7 by a_i [3, (2.2)]. In fact in the

above manner we may choose a sequence a_i, a0, • • • , a„ oi closed coverings

of Z>_i, Do, • ■ • , Dn so that for all k

akr\Ci^>"ak-ir\Ci, all i^N, coefficient group ZPi.

,,. ».     akr\C~^>nak-iC\C, all Zp, p prime.

*■ " '    akr\Akr\Ciy>"ak-ir\Ak-ir\Ci, all i±N, ZVi.

ak(~\Akr\C»»ak-.ir\Ak_ir\C, all Zp, p prime.

We let ßk= {akr\Ak}. Since lim d= C we have that for i sufficiently large,

say i^M, (a„(~\Ci, ßnC\Ci) and (anC\C, j3„r\C) have the same nerves. Let
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s^max(Af, N) and consider the following commutative diagram where the

coefficient group is ZPl:

hu-i(A-i r\ c.) t^- Hr.(D-i n d, A-i r\ c.) <-2- ht,(D-x r\ c.)

î*-i . î»o îi+i

(5.8)    Hu-i(An r\ d) J^~ Hr,(Dn nCs,Anr\ C.) «-Î- Hr,(Dn C\ C.)

i T-l , i TO i 1T+1

Hr,-i(ßn r\ c.) ¿2— Hr.(otn n d, ßn n c.) <—— /£.(«„ n c.).

Now C, is an r,-hm, r, <», with respect to ZPt. We first consider the case

where C does not consist of only the point x0. We may then assume that

D-i(~\d is a proper compact subset of C, and we have that Hrt(D-iC\CÏ) =0

by an easy generalization of [4, (2.5)]. Now

Hr,(Dn r\d,Anr\ c.) = Hr,(Dn n c„ Dnnc.- c*),

ht,(D-i n d, A-i r, c.) = ht,(D-i r\ c„ zu r\c.- w*.i n c.)

and Wtif^C, is an open connected subset of C*. Since C* is in turn a con-

nected subset of the r,-hm C, it follows from [lO, Lemma 10] that io is one-one

onto. We showiro is one-one. Let eEHr,(DnC\Cs, AnC\CB) and suppose 7r0e = 0.

Then 7r_ij'oe = 0 and by [3, (2.3)], i-ijoe = 0. By commutativityj_ii'oe = 0. Since

the top sequence of (5.8) is exact, there exists an element e'EHrt(D-iC\Cs)

such that k-ie'= ioe. But ££,(£_if^C,) =0. Hence ioe = 0 and consequently

e = 0.

Now Cisa ghm. Suppose dimZpi C=r. We show r, = r. Suppose rs>r. Since

C is an r-hm with respect to ZVt, HTt(an f~\ C, ßn í~\ C) = 0. Therefore

Hri(a„r\C„ ßnr\C,) = 0 and since 7r0 is one-one we have 0 = Hr,(Dnr\CS,A „C\C„)

=£r,(C*)=Zp, which is a contradiction. If we suppose on the other hand

that r>rs, then we may interchange the roles of d and C and obtain

Hr(C*; ZPl)=0 which is also a contradiction since C* is orientable. Hence

r, = r.

Now let us return to the case where C= jx0}. Since lim C,= C we may as-

sume C,EUEDnED-i. Therefore i+i is one-one onto. Since C— {xa}, r = 0

and 0 = Hr,(anr\C)^Hr,(anr\Cs). We show Hr,(Dnr\d)=0. Let O^e

£i£.,(£„nC„). Since 7r+ie = 0 we have i+ie = 0, [3, (2.3)], which implies e = 0.

Therefore ffri(J)_i^Q=ffrl(o,nC1)=0 and we may proceed as before.

Hence in any case we have r, = r.

If Cf^C*, then C* is a proper closed subset of C,* and since C,* is a r-hm

with respect to ZPt, HT(C*; Zp,)=0 by a generalization of [4, (2.5)]. This,

however, is a contradiction since C* is orientable. Hence C* = C* and since

5 was an arbitrary integer ^max(M, N), Q* is eventually constant. This is

again a contradiction from previous remarks and therefore (5.5) follows.
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Definition. If G is a transformation group on a space X, the isotropy group

Gx at a point xQX is defined as the set of all gQG which leave x fixed.

Corollary 5.9. Let G be a toral group on a locally orientable n-ghm X. Let

A be a subset of X such that if x, yQA with X9*y, then Gx9*Gy. Then A is dis-

crete.

Proof. Suppose x0 is a limit point of A. By [7] there exists a bounded

neighborhood V of x0 such that GxQGXo for all xQV. Let {x¿} be a sequence

of points in4f\F such that the corresponding sequence of isotropy groups,

{Gx,}, converges to some subgroup H of Gxr We now consider the elementary

group H operating on X. We have x0QF(GXa)QF(H). Hence by (5.5) there

exists an invariant neighborhood U of x0, UQV, such that U(~\F(Gxi)

= UC\F(H) for i large, say i^N. Let xT, x,QU such that r9*s and r, s^Af.

We have xrQF(GXr)r\U=F(Gx,)r\U. Hence xrQF(Gx,) and Gx,QGXr. Simi-

larly by reversing r and s we have GXrQGx,. Hence GXf = Gx, which is a con-

tradiction since xr, x,£.<4.

Corollary 5.10. Let G and X be as in (5.9) and let K be a compact subset

of X. Then there are only a finite number of distinct isotropy subgroups Gx,

xQK.

An «-hm X with respect to R may be seen to be a locally orientable «-ghm.

From Yang [12] it follows that X is of type Pn(Zp) for all primes p and since

X is HLC over R, the strengthened form of HLC for all primes follows from

the universal coefficient theorem. By [12, Remark 6] every point of X has a

neighborhood orientable with respect to R. Hence X is locally orientable. It

therefore follows that (5.5), (5.9) and (5.10) hold for an «-hm X with respect

toR.

6. The fixed point set. With (5.10) and the result that homological local

connectedness over R is transmitted under a finite solvable transformation

group from a space of finite homological dimension to its orbit space (see

§4), we are able to tie in with the methods of Floyd in [5] to obtain the gen-

eralization discussed at the beginning of the introduction. We have the fol-

lowing preliminary result.

Lemma 6.1. Suppose the circle group G operates on an n-hm X with respect to

R. Then the fixed point set F of G is HLC over R.

Proof. We first show that given a compact neighborhood V in F of a point

XoQF, there exists a compact neighborhood WF of Xo, WFQVF, such that

Hi(WF; Zm)\(VF)=0 for all j and all positive integral m. By (5.10) there

exists an invariant neighborhood U of Xo in X such that there are only a finite

number of distinct isotropic subgroups Gx of points xQU. Hence there is a

finite subgroup ii of G containing all the nontrivial isotropic subgroups. Since

U is HLC over R and H is finite abelian, the orbit space U' = U/H is HLC

over R. The methods of Floyd take over at this point. Floyd had assumed that
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X was a compact manifold to arrive at a similar point. We conclude the proof

by outlining Floyd's procedure. The group G' = G/H operates on U' and

FCMJ may be identified with the fixed point set of G' on U'. Consider

xoEFCMJEU' and let V be a compact neighborhood of x0 in U'. Since U'

is HLC over £ we may choose a sequence W¿ EWj C • • ■ EWn+1= V of

compact neighborhoods of x0 in U', invariant under G' and with

Hj(W[-i; Zm) | (Wí) = 0 for all i, j and all integral m. Now fix m and let g he

an element of G' of order m. Then g is a primitive map of period m on U'

with fixed point set £H U and we have H¡(W¿ C\F; Zm) | ( VT\F) = 0 for all j.

Considering VT\F as VF and letting WF = W¿ C\F we have the strengthened

form of HLC for £ (with respect to all coefficient groups Zm, m integral) men-

tioned at the beginning of the proof.

By continuing to follow Floyd in [5] we may extend this result to the co-

efficient group £ and thus obtain (6.1). A compact neighborhood U of x££

is fixed. We form a sequence U= V-iZ) VoZ) • • • D Vin of compact neighbor-

hoods of x such that Fy+i is contained in the interior of V,- and such that

Hi(Vn; Zm)\ (V-i) =0 for all i and all integral m. It may then be established

that Hi(Vin; £)¡(F_i)=0 for all i (which proves the lemma) by showing

that whenever a is a closed covering of V-i in X, there exists a closed covering

ß of F2„ such that ß refines a and Ht(ß; R) \ (a) = 0 for all i ^n.

Theorem 6.2. Suppose the toral group G operates on a compact n-hm X

with respect to R which has the homology groups of an n-sphere over R. Then the

fixed point set F of G has the homology groups of an r-sphere, —I—run, over R.

Proof. With (6.1) the proof follows exactly as in [5]. By (6.1) £ is HLC

over £ and since X is compact, £ is compact. It then follows from [3] that

the groups Hj(F; R) are elementary for all j and thus the integral cohomology

groups of £ are finitely generated. By (5.3) and an obvious generalization of

(3.12) it follows that £ has the homology groups of an rj,-sphere, rp$n, over

Zp for each prime />. Using the universal coefficient theorem (6.2) now follows.

The following result sharpens (6.2). Since its proof appears to be some-

what long and tedious we shall present simply an outline of it. Details of the

proof may be found in [6].

Theorem 6.3. Let G be a toral group operating on an n-hm X with respect

to R. Then each component C of the fixed point set F of G is an r-hm, r<n, with

respect to R. If X is orientable, then so is each C.

Proof. Conditions (i) and (ii) of an hm immediately follow for each C

and by (6.1) each C is HLC over £. We outline the argument that each C

is of type £r(£), r<n. With a proof exactly analogous to the first part of

(6.1) we show that £ is of a strengthened type Qtt(Zm) for all integral m, i.e.,

there exist neighborhoods "B" and "D" of each xEF which hold for all coeffi-

cient groups Zm. Now fix a component C of £, a point x0íEC and a neighbor-

hood U of xo in C. It follows from the last result that there exists a neighbor-
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hood W oí xo, WQU, such that if Q is any neighborhood of x0) QQW, then

Hi(C, C— U; Zm) | (C, C— W)—>Hi(C, C—Q; Zm) is one-one for all j and all

positive integral m. By (5.1) and (5.3) C is an rp-hm, rp<n, with respect to

each Z,,, p prime, where rp depends upon the particular prime p. However it

can be shown that rp = r for all primes p. Now it follows that with W as

before

Hj(C, C - U; Zp) | (C, C - W) - 0

for all J9*r and all primes p. This last result can be extended to the coefficient

group R for a suitable neighborhood W of x0, W'QW. Now since C is HLC

over R it can be shown that there exists a neighborhood V of Xo in C, VQ U,

such that Hj(C, C— U; R) \ (C, C— V) is elementary for all j. We may now

establish that there exists a neighborhood W" of xo, W" QW QU, such that

W" enjoys the same properties as W with the additional condition that

Hr(C, C - U;R)\(C,C - W") = R.

It now follows that C is of type Pr(R).

If X is orientable with respect to R, then by (5.1), (5.3) and [12, p. 269]

each C is orientable with respect to all Zp, p prime. Since by [12, Remark 7]

Hr(C; R) is isomorphic to either Z2 or R, it follows that each C is orientable

with respect to R.
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